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Abstract We present an intuitive, implicit, gesture based identification system suited for
applications such as the user login to home multimedia services, with less strict security
requirements. The term “implicit gesture” in this work refers to a natural physical hand
manipulation of the control device performed by the user, who picks it up from its neutral
motionless position or shakes it. For reference with other related systems, explicit and well
defined identification gestures were used. Gestures were acquired by an accelerometer sensor
equipped device in a form of the Nintendo WiiMote remote controller. A dynamic time warping
method is used at the core of our gesture based identification system. To significantly increase
the computational efficiency and temporal stability, the “super-gesture” concept was introduced, where acceleration features of multiple gestures are combined in only one super-gesture
template per each user. User evaluation spanning over a period of 10 days and including 10
participants was conducted. User evaluation study results show that our algorithm ensures
nearly 100 % recognition accuracy when using explicit identification signature gestures and
between 88 % and 77 % recognition accuracy when the system needs to distinguish between 5
and 10 users, using the implicit “pick-up” gesture. Performance of the proposed system is
comparable to the results of other related works when using explicit identification gestures,
while showing that implicit gesture based identification is also possible and viable.
Keywords Accelerometer . Gesture . Human-computer interaction . Non-invasive .
User identification

1 Introduction and motivation
The personalization of applications and services has in recent years evolved from a desired
feature to an almost mandatory feature. Additionally, the users are facing an increasing
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phenomenon of information overload and a user tailored selection of content is one of the
logical solutions of the problem. Regardless of the approach used for personalized content
recommendation, these systems need to identify the user before recommendations can be
made. Consequently, user identification is used for logins in most of the multimedia systems
including IPTV systems [15] offering personalized recommendations of TV shows and VoD
content, converged IPTV and telephony services [20], as well as gaming consoles, where
personalized settings, game progress, etc., are strongly bound to individual users. However,
from the point of view of the technology, provision of these heterogeneous and multimedia
rich applications is very demanding. Knowing the user’s identity can alleviate this problem
and thus be used to provide personalized delivery of multimedia rich content as well as a
Quality of Experience (QoE) level adaptation and assurance [24].
User identification strategies are usually based on something the user owns (a card, a key,
etc.) or on some secret information the user knows (a password of some kind). A lot of effort has
been invested into prevention of accidental or malicious transfer of this secret information, thus
many of the systems rely on biometrics for user identification, which identifies people using
their physiological features [6]. Most advanced mechanisms include iris recognition [16],
fingerprint recognition [13], hand geometry recognition [22], face recognition [1], and multimodal biometrics [21]. As these approaches often require the integration of additional hardware
and software components (e.g. special cameras, fingerprint readers) they are usually not widely
integrated into mobile/home devices, such as mobile phones and remote controllers. In addition,
these approaches require users to perform specific interventions. The readings of iris or
fingerprints are thus considered as invasive activities in the identification process.
On the other hand, an increasing number of consumer electronic devices, including mobile
phones and remote controllers, are equipped with accelerometers, enabling a device to “sense”
how it is physically moved and manipulated by the user. This information can unobtrusively be
used for detecting the users’ identity. Of course, the greatest impact of the proposed method is seen
when applied in traditionally multiuser environments, such as the living room equipped with a
smart television or multimedia set-top-box/home theater PC devices. However, also when used on
traditionally single user devices, such as smart mobile phones or tablet PCs, it can still be applied,
but not primarily for personalization, but for unlocking of the device, for example. Also, tablet PCs
(with Android 4.2) support multiple user profiles, where our proposed solution is again suitable.
Therefore, we have developed a new approach for user identification, named “Gesture Based
user iDentification” method (GBiD). The term “gesture” in our work refers to a natural physical
manipulation of the controlling device performed by the user. Standard control gestures (e.g.
directional gestures, simple geometry shapes related gestures and word/letter related gestures),
as presented in [8], can be classified as an example of explicit and well defined gestures. On the
other hand, very loosely defined gestures, which are inherently embedded into other user
actions, can be classified as implicit. An example of such implicit gesture is a simple “shake”
of the control device (e.g. remote controller, mobile phone). An even more intuitive and implicit
gesture is the “pick-up” gesture. It is performed when the user picks up the control device from
its neutral motionless position and takes hold of it in a no particular predefined way. In the
presented paper we will show, that implicit gesture based user identification using a single 3axis accelerometer, based on loosely defined gestures, which can even be identical for all users,
is possible and viable. A Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) method [9] is used in the proposed
user identification system. The paper is a continuation of work presented at Pervasive/SAME
conference [4] and includes a novel method of constructing recognition and processing wise
more efficient dataset from raw data and corresponding new evaluation results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: related work is presented in Section 2; a
description of the proposed implicit gesture based system is described in Section 3;
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experiment setup and evaluation method in Section 4, results are presented in Section 5;
while discussion, key conclusions and future work references are drawn in Sections 6 and 7
respectively.

2 Related work
The science of biometrics has received a lot of research attention because it provides a
reliable and very adaptable method of confirming specific user’s identity or distinguishing
between identities of different users. A biometric system is essentially a pattern recognition
system that operates by collecting, processing and matching various user biometric data.
Depending on the specific application context, user verification or user identification modes
are possible. In the verification mode (1:1 mode), a specific user’s identity is either
confirmed or denied by matching captured biometric data to templates stored in the system
database. In the identification mode (1:N mode), an individual user is recognized among
many (N) users by searching the templates of all users for a match. An introduction to
biometric recognition is given in [5].
Haptics can also be employed for human authentication as shown in [18]. The authors
explore the use of haptics, which allows a user to touch, feel, manipulate, create, and/or alter
simulated three-dimensional objects in a virtual environment. Most of the existing applications of haptics are dedicated to hone human physical skills such as sensitive hardware
repair, medical procedures, handling hazardous substances, etc. These skills can be trained in
a realistic virtual world, and describe human behavioral patterns in human–computer interaction environments. The measurement of such psychomotor patterns can be used to verify a
person’s identity by assessing unique-to-the-individual behavioral attributes.
User body and hand gestures can be used as an effective and very intuitive way of
interaction in virtual environments and manipulation of 3D data, as shown in [23]. While
traditional gesture recognition systems are visual input based, recent advances in electronics
allow for accurate and cost-effective gesture data acquisition using accelerometer sensor
equipped devices. A lot of research effort has been given to user body and hand gesture
recognition systems based on accelerometer data. Most acceleration based gesture recognition systems use Bayesian networks [2] or Hidden Markov Models for recognition [7, 19,
26]. At the same time, gestures used are either very simplified, such as directional movements, circles or Arabic numbers, or very different [8, 19] from each other, which, to some
extent, simplifies the recognition process. Applications based on gesture recognition have
been presented in [12].
Relatively little research effort has been given to acceleration based gesture user identification, however. Among relevant works we find [25], where authors describe a gesture based user
verification system. The authors introduce a concept of “muscle memory” where a given suite
of motor skills (a handwritten signature for example) through repetition over time and the ability
through brain activity to inculcate and instill can be memorized in such a way they become
unique for each person. Gestures used are personal signatures performed in space—“3D
signatures”, which are specific and very different for each user. The importance of this work
is the idea, that locomotive physiological features can be used for user identification.
The work by Okumura et al. [14, 17] presents a gesture based biometric identification
method using arm swing motions. The authors explore several identification algorithms,
including squared error of Euclidean distance, error of angle and Dynamic Programmingmatching. Gestures used need to be again very well defined in a way they are performed by
users.
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Another gesture based user authentication study has been reported by Liu et al. [10, 11].
The authors focus on feasibility and usability aspects of gesture based authentication and
present an evaluation study results based on their own “uWave” recognition system. The
implementation is based upon the dynamic time warping approach. The study reports very
good results with 98 % success rate. However, only groups with five concurrent users were
tested and gestures used are very deliberately chosen to be specific and very different for
each user. Furthermore, gestures used are quite distinctive and well defined or explicit.
In comparison to other gesture based user identification systems works [10, 11, 14, 17, 25],
our approach does not require the user to perform some predefined user interaction gestures,
such as circles or signature gestures. Furthermore, gestures used in our system can be identical
for all users and implicit in nature, describing the way they are performed by the user.

3 Intuitive gesture based user identification system
Our research has shown that it is possible to use the non-invasive and implicit gestures, to
differentiate between users with sufficient statistical relevance. In contrast to the most known
gesture recognition systems, our method supports a non-invasive and user-friendly approach, namely the usage of very simple and loosely defined user gestures (e.g. remote
control “pickup” or “shake” gesture) Finally, the identification can be based on similar or
identical gestures for all users.
3.1 Identification gestures and the dataset
For identification, three different types of gestures were selected: “a signature”, “a shake”
and “a pick-up” gesture. For comparison with existing gesture based identification systems
we selected a personal name signature gesture in a form of particular user’s name. For
example, a user named Emilija would write “Emilija” with suitable hand movements in a
form of a free 3D gesture in space. These gestures, according to our definition, can be
classified as “well defined and explicit” and are different for each participant. On the other
hand, the “shake” and “pick-up” gestures are classified as “implicit” in our identification
experiment. A “shake” gesture depicts a movement, which occurs when the user simply
shakes the control device in a no predefined way (e.g. remote controller, mobile phone).
An even more intuitive and implicit gesture represents the “pick-up” gesture. It describes the
action of simply picking up the control device from its neutral position, usually resting on a flat
surface (e.g. a table). This gesture is implicitly inherent in any active user-to-system interaction
and thus convenient and very intuitive to use. When compared to the personal name signature
gesture, the “pick-up” gesture is significantly less defined from the end user’s point of view.
For practical reasons a simple, wide-spread and cost-effective solution was selected as a
gesture acquisition device—the Nintendo WiiMote remote controller. With a built-in three-axis
accelerometer and a guaranteed dynamic range of ±3g, 8 bits per axis resolution and 100 Hz
sample rate frequency in average this device turned out be a reasonable choice. The recorded
gestures are acquired as a time series and are stored in the form of a four column matrix (N x M).
The first column contains the timestamp data, while the other three columns represent acceleration data in all three dimensions (accX, accY, accZ) respectively. Typical duration of
performed gestures is in the interval of 1–5 s, thus corresponding to 100–500 data samples.
A typical example of the “pick-up” gesture acceleration footprint is presented in Fig. 1. The
x-axis units are data samples, where 100 samples stretch over a 1 second period. The y-axis
units are fractions of g-force and thus contain acceleration data, for samples in x, y and z
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directions. They are presented with dotted-dashed blue (x), dashed green (y) and solid red lines
(z). As all users are identified through execution of the same gesture, the acceleration footprints
are similar for all users. Thus, user identification presents a greater technological challenge.
3.2 Dynamic time warping
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is a method for calculating the similarity between two time
series. Time series compared can have different sampling rates and be of different lengths.
Compared to simple Euclidean (Fig. 2 left) distance measure the DTW (Fig. 2 right) method
has the ability to warp time axis and thus allows for optimal alignment between the two time
series. Because gestures acquired with accelerometer sensors equipped devices can be
typically described as multidimensional time series, the proposed method is very well suited
for our purposes, as is also evident from related work [10, 12, 14, 17, 25].
Given two time series X=(x1,x2,…,xi,…,xIXI) and Y=(y1,y2,…,yj,…,yIYI) of lengths
IXI and IYI where xi, yj∈ℜ, a cost matrix D with dimensions IXI by IYI is
constructed. Each matrix element (xi, yj) corresponds to distance between elements
xi and yj. Different distance measures d(xi, yj) can be used whereas Euclidean distance
measure is most commonly used.
A warp path W=w1, w2, …, wr, …., wR with elements wr of length R is then constructed.
Each element wr=(i, j) corresponds to a point (i, j)r of the cost matrix D and represents a
mapping or warping of elements of time series xi to elements of time series yj. The warp path
starts at the beginning of each time series at w1=(1, 1), finishes at the end at wR=(IXI, IYI)
and increases monotonically. A sum of all distances d(xi, yj) between the elements of both
time series X and Y that the warping path connects is calculated. Different warp paths with
different distance sums can be constructed. From all possible warp paths a minimum
distance warp path is calculated, as shown by equation in Eq. (1).
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Fig. 1 Example of gesture “pick-up” acceleration footprint (processed in MatLab)
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Fig. 2 Euclidean distance (left) vs. DTW time series similarity measure (right)

The minimum distance DistDTW(IXI,IYI) is also used as a similarity measure between the
two time series X and Y. If the two time series are identical, the similarity measure is zero.
Otherwise it is greater than zero. An example of the DTW warp path is shown in Fig. 3.
3.3 Super-gesture templates
A “super-gesture” combines acceleration features of multiple original gestures in just one
gesture. This is done with the purpose of maximizing the DTW similarity between the supergesture and original gestures. Thus a dataset consisting only of super-gestures can be created by
inherently incorporating acceleration features of multiple original learning gestures in a considerably fewer number of super-gestures, up to only one super-gesture template per each user.
Super-gestures are created by using information which the DTW method inherently
uses to determine the similarity between the two time series (i.e. gestures) - the warp
path itself. The warp path (W=w1, w2, …, wr, …., wR) records how elements of the

Fig. 3 Optimal minimum-distance DTW warp path
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first time series X=(x1,x2,…,xi,…,xIXI), i.e. gesture X, are mapped wr=(i, j) to the
elements of the second time series Y=(y1,y2,…,yj,…,yIYI), i.e. gesture Y. The resulting
super-gesture SG (SG=sg1, sg2,…,sgr,…,sgR) averages values of corresponding elements
(xi and yj) of both time series belonging to the warp path wR, as shown in Eq. (2):
SG ¼ sg1 ; sg2 ; :::; sg r ; :::; sgR ; sg r ¼

xi þ y j
; wr ¼ ði; jÞ
2

ð2Þ

This ensures maximum DTW similarity between original gestures and the resulting
super-gesture. The length of the super-gesture equals the length of the warp path (R).
Multiple gestures can be consecutively joined into one super-gesture.
The final result is a training dataset consisting of only 1 super-gesture template per each user
instead of the multiple N original gestures per each user. Even though the resulting supergestures are longer than the original gestures (approximately 20–30%, judging from experimental results) the training dataset gesture reduction (N-times) substantially increases the
overall efficiency of the calculation during the gesture based identification process. An example
of the resulting “pick-up” super-gesture acceleration footprint is shown in Fig. 4.
3.4 Gesture based user identification system
A Dynamic Time Warping method is used at the core of our implicit gesture based user
identification method. Because of its inherent abilities to compare time series of different
lengths and sample rates, and because it is simple to implement, it is well suited for this task.
An overview of the proposed gesture based user identification system (GBiD) is
presented in Fig. 5. It consists of learning and identification phases. In the learning phase
one or more training gestures TGY of user Y are recorded as input to the system. The system
allows for recognition with as few as only one training gesture per user.
During the identification phase, a user X performs the identification gesture which is
passed as input to the GBiD process as a validation gesture (VGX). The validation gesture is
compared to all gesture templates in the dataset belonging to all users using the DTW
method and the best matching gesture (maximum gesture similarity which equals minimum
DTW similarity distance) is selected (gesture Y). The gesture templates in the dataset can

Fig. 4 Examples of original gestures and resulting super-gesture “pick-up” acceleration footprints
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Fig. 5 Gesture based user identification system architecture

consist of either originally recorded gestures or of generated super-gestures. The identification is successful if the selected gesture Y indeed belongs to the user X.
3.4.1 Gesture pre-processing using the smart-decimation method
DTW performance is directly correlated to input time series length. Our “smart-decimation”
method operates on acceleration data in all three axes simultaneously and removes only
those vector gesture samples (consisting of timestamp information and x, y and z acceleration
values) that do not change significantly over time and thus carry less relevant data. Gesture
data represented as time series is first derived and then vector samples that do not change
over the set gradient limit in all three dimensions simultaneously are removed. Thus all static
gesture parts with limited acceleration changes, i.e. static user hand movements, are removed
and the gesture length is significantly reduced.
3.4.2 DTW gesture matching and decision process
The validation gesture is compared to all gestures of the training dataset by pairs using the DTW
method. For performance issues it is important that the training dataset consists of as few
gestures as possible. Therefore, the super-gesture concept was introduced (see Section 3.3).
The DTW method originally processes only one-dimensional signals. To increase performance and accuracy we have extended the original DTW method to process threedimensional signals which represent acceleration in all three Cartesian axes. The
Euclidean distance measure used is extended to three dimensions as shown in Eq. (3).
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð3Þ
d ðX ðiÞ; Y ð jÞÞ ¼ ðX ðiÞ:x−Y ð jÞ:xÞ2 þ ðX ðiÞ:y−Y ð jÞ:yÞ2 þ ðX ðiÞ:z−Y ð jÞ:zÞ2
A DTW similarity distance DistDTWi=DTW(VGX, GTY) (see Section 3.2) is calculated
and used as a similarity measure to determine the best match. A list of top K-best matches
with lowest DTW distances (i.e. highest DTW similarity) from training instances (GTY) is
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created. The K factor signifies how many of the best matches are further used in the decision
process. In our study only the best match (a gesture with the highest DTW similarity in the
data set) was used in the decision process (K=1), although multiple matches could be used
and thus even better results could be achieved. We however wished to show, that even using
only one best match for identification corresponding to one super-gesture template per user,
is enough for successful implicit gesture based identification.
The system was implemented partly in C# and partly in MatLab. For flexibility and performance reasons a special gesture data acquisition application was developed in the . Net C#
environment. Data preprocessing, analysis and validation algorithms were implemented in
MatLab.

4 Experiment setup and evaluation method
Ten participants took part in the user evaluation study. Seven of them were male and three were
female. The youngest participant was 25 years old, whilst the oldest participant was 45 years old.
The average participant’s age was 32 years (6.21 standard deviation). Three participants declared
themselves as expert users of multimedia systems and four as regular users. Three participants said
they were occasional users and only had little experience with multimedia systems. Previous
experience with multimedia systems was assessed on a five point Likert scale, where 1 indicated
little or no experience and 5 an expert user. An expert user has a lot of experience with multimedia
systems and control devices on different devices (set-top-box, smart phone, tablet PC, etc.) on a
daily basis. Among the participants one user was left handed while the other were right handed.
The main experimental objective was to determine the recognition success rate of the
proposed method dependent on the size of target group population and also in comparison to
the traditional gesture based user recognition using well defined explicit (e.g. signature
gestures) and different gestures per each user.
The experiment itself was conducted over a period of 11 days in order to learn about
temporal stability and recognition success rate. On the first day (day 0) three training
gestures for each selected gesture type (personal signature gesture, “shake” and “pick-up”
gestures) per each user were collected. Then on each following day (day 1 to day 10) only
one additional validation gesture for each selected gesture type per each user was collected.
A 10-fold temporal cross validation procedure was used for evaluation of the proposed
system. Appropriate dataset consisting of all collected gestures was dynamically constructed
and validation gestures were compared to the dataset (e.g. dataset for day 5 consisted of
original three training gestures recorded on day 0 as well as from five validation gestures
recorded from days 1 to 5 and was used to validate gestures recorded on day 6). Two datasets
were constructed, one using original gestures and another using super-gestures.

5 Results
User recognition success rate is expressed as a number of successful user recognitions vs. all
recognition attempts. Results obtained from processing original gesture datasets and datasets
using super-gestures are presented in graphs in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.
The presented graphs in Fig. 6 (left) and Fig. 7 (left) illustrate the various gesture
type detection methods in relationship to successful user recognitions as a function of
various user group sizes (from 1 to 10 users). The results are cummulative, thus the
percentage of success rates is given over a period of time of the full 10 test days for
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Fig. 6 User recognition success rate (in %) for various user target group sizes (above) and a detailed daily
results for target group size of ten users (below) for the original dataset

a particular user group size. For example, for target group size of 10 users, a total of
100 recognition attempts were performed per each recognition gesture type—10 users
X 10 days.
Figure 6 (right) and Fig. 7 (right) show the detailed changes of the results of various
detection methods over a time period of 10 days with a constant group size of 10 users.

6 Discussion
The results of our research clearly show that motion gesture based user identification is
possible. For comparison with relevant related works, our proposed gesture based identification system was tested on the explicit identification gestures, such as user signatures, as
well as on the implicit “shake” and “pick-up” gestures. Two sets of results obtained from the
same original data are presented—dataset based on original data and dataset based on
optimized “super-gestures” data.
When discussing the results based on the original gesture dataset, the experimental
results show that nearly 100 % recognition success rate (lowest score was 98.8 % on
group size of 8 users) was achieved when users used their name signatures as
identification gestures. This suggests that the Dynamic Time Warping method performs
very well when comparing distinct and different input time series. Consequently we can
conclude that our system’s performance is comparable to results of other respectable
related works.
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Fig. 7 User recognition success rate (in %) for various user target group sizes (above) and a detailed daily
results for target group size of ten users (below) for the super-gestures dataset

To estimate how user’s gesture execution may change over time, the experiment was
conducted over a period of 10 days. The achieved average recognition success rate tested on
10 users is 82 % for the “shake” gesture and 77 % for the “pick-up” gesture as shown in Fig. 6
right. More specifically, the results range from 70 % on day 1 to 90 % on day 10 for the “shake”
gesture and from 60 % on day 1 to 90 % on day 10 for the “pick-up” gesture. This suggests good
overall temporal stability of the proposed system, however recognition success rate variations
on days 2–3 and 6–7 for “shake” and “pick-up” gesture suggest different users’ execution of
identification gestures. The gesture based user identification system learns from users as they
use it and thus provide more training gesture data. Users can perform their identification
gestures in any way they wish and do not have to adjust to the system.
When comparing the results of various target user group sizes (Fig. 6 left), we achieved
95 % (“shake”) and 93 % (“pick-up”) recognition success rate for the group size of 4 users.
The results then drop to approx. 88 % (“shake”) and 85 % (“pick-up”) recognition success
rates for the group sizes of 5–7 users.
When discussing the results based on the “super-gestures” dataset, the results obtained are
comparable or better than results from using the original (single) gesture dataset. For target group
size of 5 users the results are clearly better – 94 % vs. 88 % for the “shake” gesture and 90 % vs.
88 % for the “pick-up” gesture. For a target group size of 10 users the results are comparable –
81 % vs. 82 % for the “shake” gesture and 78 % vs. 77 % for the “pick-up” gesture. There is an
interesting discrepancy when comparing results using the name signature gesture, however. The
results are still excellent and clearly higher recognition rates were achieved using the name
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signature gesture compared to implicit “shake” and”pick-up” gestures. But, interestingly enough,
lower results were obtained when compared to the results from the original gesture datasets. At
the closer examination of daily results for different group sizes for the name signature gesture we
find a specific discrepancy for group sizes of 3 to 10 and only for the recognition results on the
first day (day 1). It turns out that the users in question were named “Matevž” and “Mateja”. Since
the “super-gestures” concept was based on the idea of combining different gestures into one
gesture thus maximizing the similarities, the two users were misidentified because of their similar
names and consequently similar personal name gestures. The effect is also present in the results
obtained from the original gesture dataset, but less evident. This can be seen on detailed daily
results for group size of 10 users (Figs. 6 and 7 right) for both datasets. The recognition success
rate on day 1 for the original dataset was 90 % vs. 50 % for the “super-gesture” dataset.
Beside better overall results the “super-gesture” concept also allows for a much more
optimized processing wise solution. The reduction of dataset from N original gestures to a
significantly less super-gestures (or even only one) correspondingly reduces the DTW
processing by the same ratio. In our case at the group size of 10 users the reduction rate is
130 (original gesture dataset size) : 10 (super-gesture dataset size).
According to [3] the average household size in Europe is less than three users per family.
This suggests that the proposed system could be used for non-critical and intuitive user
identification in a home family environment for a number of multimedia applications and
services. The proposed identification system could also be used on mobile devices for simple
functions, such as unlocking the device with a simple shake or twist. However, this is not the
primary application of the proposed system and additional single post-processing (e.g. motion
compensation) will be required due to the possible external environmental movement distractions (e.g. walking movement).
Overall, the results for the “shake” and “pick-up” gestures are understandably lower from
the ones obtained for the “signature” gesture, because the gestures used were the same for all
users. Furthermore, slightly lower results for the “pick-up” gesture indicate that this gesture
is less distinct and thus more implicit. The trade-off is of course usage of a simple and
intuitive gesture, which was one of the main goals of our work.
The proposed identification system, as any other biometric system, requires the initial
user gesture templates in order to function. The initial data required is small, typically a few
gestures of the same type per user (e.g. 3), although even one initial gesture may be enough
in some cases. However, this requires the active participation of the user at the beginning. To
make the process easier or simply more “fun” for the user, the initial gesture templates could
be obtained using a simple game—the gamification approach. Users’ actions could be
visualized (using colours, changes of shapes and sizes) and used for control of the avatar,
performing simple tasks during the data gathering. The whole process is not time consuming, and should mostly take a couple of minutes. Consequently, we don’t see this as a
problem, which needs significant attention.

7 Conclusions
The experimental results have shown that implicit gesture based identification of users is
possible with statistical relevance. Even though this level of accuracy may not yet be suitable
for employment in services with very strict security demands like online banking, etc., the
results are satisfactory for typical home multimedia services and applications. Further
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experiments will be conducted using a number of different gestures such as twist, swing,
etc., combined with additional gyroscopic data. In addition, combinations of gestures will be
evaluated such as “pick-up and shake”, as this approach may further increase the identification accuracy. Different gestures or their combinations may prove to provide a more
reliable identification and the system itself could propose the most suitable gestures for
certain types of services.
Furthermore, we will test our approach on the young and the elderly in order to assess the
success rate in a typical home family environment. We expect that greater physiological user
diversity should even improve the performance.
During these experiments, more than one gesture will be used in the decision process
(e.g. K=3) and other soft decision making mechanisms will be evaluated like fuzzy logic, for
example. This may increase the recognition accuracy and more importantly, provide a better
measure of certainty of the recognition decision.
With the increasing amount of available Web and multimedia content, the need for
personalized experience is of paramount importance. Personalization requires identification
of users, which is the main motivation behind the presented research effort. Simple, intuitive
and non-invasive identification approaches are the ones which will dominate future use of
home, business, mobile and other multimedia devices and services. We see a strong potential
for the system to succeed, due to it’s simplicity and it’s easy usage.
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